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Exhibition Dates: 6 October 2017-4 November 2017
Opening Reception: Friday, 6 October, 2017, 6-10PM
First Friday Event: Friday, 3 November 2018, 5-8PM
Second Saturday Artist Talk: Saturday 14 October 2017, 11AM
Friction/ Function: Saturday, 4 November 2017, 7PM
Facebook Event: https://www.facebook.com/aggregatespace/
Aggregate Space Gallery Presents Totems, a Natural Installation by Vincent
Pacheco
A totem is a natural object assumed as the emblem of a group and serving as a
reminder of ancestry. Artist Vincent Pacheco is a new settler, a non-native in an
unfamiliar landscape, now living in the Tahoe National Forest. He creates
narratives from excavated dead and broken trees, tree stumps, and other found

objects from the Sierra mountain forest he inhabits to reveal the after-effects of
logging, population growth, tourism, and climate change. Combining prose,
parable, and fact, he activates the litany of experiences that shape his
understanding of his adopted environs.
Aggregate Space Gallery is pleased to host the work of Vincent Pacheco, UC
Davis graduate and recipient of the ASG 2018 MFA Invitational Exhibition, as he
plies experience as a medium to form a narrative of a place and the personal
history that travels alongside it.
Artist Bio
(http://www.vincentpacheco.com/index.php-page=info.html)
B.1981, Redwood City, California
Descendant of outlaws and revolutionaries
Working in the Sierra Nevada Mountains of California

About Aggregate Space Gallery (ASG)

Aggregate Space Gallery is a non-profit exhibition and performance space in West
Oakland making immersive conceptual art experiences accessible to our community.
ASG envisions an Oakland where artists can make and experience art in a safe space
with access to production tools and hands-on guidance, creating work that fuels
critical dialogue in a time when it is desperately needed. ASG is a charitable, artist-run
exhibition and performance space in West Oakland that prioritizes the exhibition of
artwork that generally can’t be seen elsewhere – our mantra is “Install the
Unimaginable.”

Address: 801 West Grand Avenue, Oakland, CA 94607
Gallery Hours: Fridays and Saturdays, 1–5 pm during exhibitions and by
appointment
Email: info@aggregatespacegallery.org
Website: www.aggreganatespacegallery.org
Foundational Support:
Support for the Friction / Function Performance series generously provided by
Kenneth Rainin Foundation.
Artists participating in ASG visual art programming receive stipends due to
generous funding from Zellerbach Family Foundation.

